Pathogens are a driving force in evolution, giving rise to a diversity of host immune defenses. In order for a pathogen to spread in a population a sufficient number of its members must be susceptible to infection, as resistant individuals can prevent the spread of a pathogen among susceptible hosts in a process known as herd immunity. While herd immunity has been extensively studied in vertebrate populations, little is known about its role, if any, in the dynamics between bacteria and their phage pathogens. Here we explore the dynamics of T7 phage epidemics in structured and unstructured Escherichia coli populations consisting of differing mixtures of susceptible and resistant individuals harboring CRISPR immunity to the phage. Using both experiments and mathematical modelling we describe the conditions under which herd immunity arises in bacterial populations. Notably, the effects of herd immunity depend strongly on the presence of spatial structure in the population, the bacterial growth rate, and phage replication rate. The results of our model can apply to other host-pathogen systems to determine the herd immunity threshold from the relative speed of an epidemic wave in partially resistant populations. In addition, our findings suggest that herd immunity plays an important role in bacterial communities, as seen in other host-pathogen systems, allowing for stable coexistence of bacteria and their phages and the maintenance of polymorphism in bacterial immunity. PLOS 1/40 19 influence of some of these details, in particular maternal immunity [11], age at 20 vaccination [12, 13], age related or seasonal differences in contact rates [14-16], social 21 structure [17], geographic heterogeneity [18-20], and the underlying contact network of 22 individuals [21]. 23 Interestingly, little work has focused on the potential role of herd immunity in 24 microbial systems which contain a number of immune defense systems and have an 25 abundance of phage pathogens. These defenses vary in their potential to provide herd 26 immunity as they target various stages of the phage life cycle, from adsorption to 27 replication and lysis. Early defense mechanisms include the prevention of phage 28 PLOS 2/40 adsorption by blocking of phage receptors [22], production of an extracellular 29 matrix [23, 24], or the excretion of competitive inhibitors [25]. Alongside these bacteria 30 have evolved innate immune systems that target phage genomes for destruction. These 31 include host restriction-modification systems (RMS) [26], argonaute-based RNAi-like 32 systems [27], and bacteriophage-exclusion (BREX) systems [28]. In addition to innate 33 systems, bacteria have evolved an adaptive immune system called CRISPR-Cas 34 (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat) [29]. In order for any of these 35 immune systems to provide herd immunity, they must prevent further spread of the 36 pathogen, i.e., provide a 'sink' for the infectious particles reducing the average number 37 of successful additional infections below one. Unlike the early defense mechanisms that 38 may simply prevent an infection but not the further reproduction of infectious particles, 39 the RMS, BREX, argonaute-based RNAi-like, and the CRISPR-Cas systems degrade 40 foreign phage DNA after it is injected into the cell, and thus continue to remove phage 41
Introduction 1 "Herd immunity" has been used in a variety of ways by different authors (see [1] ). Here, 2 we define it as a phenomenon where a fraction of resistant individuals in a population 3 reduces the probability of transmission of a pathogen among the susceptible individuals. 4 Furthermore, if the fraction of resistant individuals in a population is sufficiently large 5 the spread of a pathogen is suppressed. Experimental research into the phenomenon has 6 focused mostly on mammals [2, 3] , birds [4, 5] , and invertebrates [6, 7] . In human 7 populations the principles of herd immunity were employed to limit epidemics of 8 pathogens through vaccination programs [1] , which in the case of smallpox lead to its 9 eradication between 1959 and 1977 [8] . 10 Alongside advances in vaccination programs, the formalization of a general theory of 11 herd immunity was developed. The theory is based on a central parameter, R 0 , which 12 describes the fitness of the pathogen, as measured by the number of subsequent cases 13 that arise from one infected individual in a population (for a historical review of R 0 14 see [9] ). Thus, R 0 indicates the epidemic spreading potential in a population. Given R 0 15 the herd immunity threshold is defined as,
which determines the required minimum fraction of resistant individuals needed to halt 17 the spread of an epidemic and is effected by the specific details of transmission and the 18 contact rate among individuals [10] . Many theoretical studies have addressed the Mechanism of CRISPR/Cas type II immunity. The CRISPR/Cas system provides immunity to phages and its main features can be described by three distinct stages. (A) Acquisition. When a cell gets infected by a phage, a protospacer on the invading phage DNA (indicated as a red bar) is recognized by Cas1 and Cas2. The protospacer is cleaved out and ligated to the leader end (proximal to the Cas genes) of the CRISPR array as a newly acquired spacer (red diamond). (B) Processing. The CRISPR array is transcribed as a Pre-crRNA and processed by Cas9 (assisted by RNaseIII and trans-activating RNA, not shown) into mature crRNAs. (C) Interference. Mature crRNAs associate with Cas9 proteins to form interference complexes which are guided by sequence complementarity between the crRNAs and protospacers to cleave invading DNA of phages whose protospacers have been previously incorporated into the CRISPR array. (D) A truncated version of the CRISPR system on a low copy plasmid, which was used in this study lacks cas1 and cas2 genes and was engineered to target a protospacer on the T7 phage chromosome to provide Escherichia coli cells with immunity to the phage. The susceptible strain contains the same plasmid except the spacer does not target the T7 phage chromosome.
In addition to immune system-specific factors, the reproductive rate of phage 46 depends strongly on the physiology of the host bacterium [30] , and the underlying 47 effective contact network which may vary greatly in bacterial populations depending on 48 the details of their habitat. Thus, herd immunity will be influenced by the physiological 49 PLOS 3/40 state of the bacteria and the mobility of the phage in the environment through passive 50 diffusion and movement of infected individuals. Taken together these details call into 51 question the applicability of the traditional models of herd immunity from vertebrates to 52 phage-bacterial systems. Thus, experimental investigation and further development of 53 extended models that take into account the specifics of microbial systems are required. 54 To investigate under which conditions herd immunity may arise in bacterial 55 populations, we constructed an experimental system consisting of T7 phage and 56 bacterial strains susceptible and resistant to it. Our experimental system can be 57 characterized by the following features. First, we used two strains of Escherichia coli, 58 one with an engineered CRISPR-based immunity to the T7 phage, and the other 59 lacking it ( Fig. 1D ). Second, we examined the dynamics of the phage spread in different 60 environments -spatially structured and without structure. Furthermore, we developed 61 and analyzed a spatially explicit model of our experimental system to determine the 62 biologically relevant parameters necessary for bacterial populations to exhibit herd 63 immunity. 64 
Results

65
Properties of resistant individuals 66 We engineered a resistant E. coli strain by introducing the CRISPR-Cas Type II system 67 from Streptococcus pyogenes with a spacer targeting the T7 phage genome (see Material 68 and Methods). We further characterized the ability of the system to confer resistance to 69 the phage. We find a significant level of resistance as measured by the probability of cell 70 burst when exposed to T7 ( Fig. 2A ). However, resistance is not fully penetrant as 71 approximately 1 in 1000 resistant cells succumb to infection. In addition, we observe 72 that as phage load increases (multiplicity of infection, MOI) the probability that a cell 73 bursts increases ( Fig. 2A) . In order to determine the herd immunity threshold in our 74 experimental system, we constructed the resistant strain such that upon infection the 75 cell growth is halted, yet the cell still adsorbs and degrades phages ( Fig. 2B,C) . This 76 feature is important as it prevents the action of frequency dependent selection which in 77 naturally growing populations will favour the resistant strain until its frequency reaches 78 PLOS 4/40 the herd immunity threshold. Thus, in our system if the frequency of the resistant strain 79 is below the herd immunity threshold, the resistant cells remain below the threshold 80 and are unable to stop the epidemic and the whole population collapses. In contrast, if 81 the frequency of resistant individuals in the population is above the herd immunity 82 threshold, the resistant individuals provide complete herd immunity and the population 83 survives. These properties allow us to quantify the expanding epidemic in both liquid 84 media and on bacterial lawns (without and with spatial structure, respectively) using 85 high throughput techniques. Specifically, it allows us to control for the complex 86 dynamics of the system arising from frequency dependent selection and simultaneous 87 changes in the physiological states of the cells (growth rates depending on the nutrient 88 concentrations) and phage (burst size, latent period depending on the cells' physiology). 89
Fig 2. Efficiency of bacterial resistance. (A)
The probability that a resistant cell bursts, relative to a susceptible cell, at three different initial multiplicities of infection (MOI). The probability that a resistant cell bursts at MOI 1000 is significantly higher than at MOI 10 (p = 0.019, t 4,0.05 = 3.031) or at MOI 100 (p = 0.022, t 5,0.05 = 2.674). The error bars show the standard deviations from the mean. Note that this measure is not a widely used 'efficiency of plating' but it determines the probability of burst of single resistant cells (see Materials and Methods for details). (B) The number of colony forming units (CFUs) post phage challenge (see Materials and Methods). The mean number of CFUs after the bacterial cultures were exposed to the phage is not significantly different between susceptible and resistant strains at MOI 10 (p = 0.239, t 22,0.05 = 0.721) and (C) at MOI 100 (p = 0.27, t 30 under the epidemic ( Fig. 3 ). Bacterial populations consisting of various fractions of resistant to susceptible individuals infected with ≈ 50 phages, corresponding to a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of ≈ 10 −4 , to resemble an epidemic initiated by the burst size from one infected individual (see Table 2 for burst size estimates). Each population phage challenge is replicated 16 times. The solid dark green line shows the model prediction, Eqn. (4), for the herd immunity threshold (H), given latent period (λ), bacterial growth rate (α), and phage burst size (β). Shaded area indicates ±1 standard deviation.
As mentioned in the introduction, phage and bacterial physiology may affect the 107 herd immunity threshold. To test this we altered bacterial growth by reducing the 108 concentration of nutrients in the medium (Fig. S1 ) which concurrently alters the T7 Latent period (λ) increase across the range of nutrient concentrations. Values for β and λ are given in Table 2 . (C) Population survival analysis upon phage challenge as a function of the fraction of resistant cells and the intrinsic growth rate (nutrient availability, N ). The empty circles, circled dots, and filled circles represent the outcomes of 18 replicates done in 3 independent batches, as indicated in the legend. The green line shows the model predicted herd immunity threshold given by Eqn. (5) , using a quadratic fit for β/λ and inverting the Monod kinetics of bacterial growth (see Fig. S1B ) numerically. Light green error-bars are estimates from Eqn. (5) using actual experimental results for growth parameters.
spatially structured environments such as surfaces, biofilms or micro-colonies, therefore 123
we extended our experiments to consider the potential impact of spatially structured 124 populations.
125
Herd immunity in spatially structured populations 126 In order to discern the role, if any, spatial structure plays in herd immunity we 127 conducted a set of experiments in spatially structured bacterial lawns on agar plates. can be easily quantified. In addition, these data allow for estimating the speed of the 133 epidemic wave front in these different regimes using real-time imaging ( Fig. 5A ). that spatial structure significantly facilitates herd immunity. Modelling bacterial herd immunity 162 We developed a model of phage growth that takes several physiological processes into 163 account: bacterial growth during the experiment, bacterial mortality due to phage 164 infection, and phage mortality due to bacterial immunity. Furthermore, we use the 165 previously reported observation that phage burst size β and latent period λ depend 166 strongly on the bacterial growth rate α (see Table 1 ).
167
The main processes in our model system can be defined by the following set of 168 reactions, when the MOI is large even resistant cells become susceptible to lysis resulting in the 177 release of phage progeny (see Fig. 2 ) [31, 32] .
178
In our system, bacteria eventually deplete the available nutrients, N (t > T depl ) = 0, 179 resulting in the cessation of growth. This decline in bacterial growth affects phage 180 growth -latency increases and burst size decreases, such that phage reproduction 181 declines dramatically (see Table 2 ). We define the critical time point at which cells 182 transition from exponential growth to stationary phase as,
Here, B 0 and B ∞ are the initial and final bacterial densities, respectively. In the initial 184 exponential growth phase, our estimates from experimental data for growth parameters 185 are α = 0.63 h −1 , β = 85.6 phages/cell and λ = 0.60 h, for bacteria and phages, 186 respectively ( Table 1 and Table 2 ). After time T depl , bacterial growth rate is set to zero 187 (α = 0) and phage growth is reduced to β to be produced for the chain of infections to persist in growing populations. The 203 correction λ 1/α is the ratio of generation times of phages over bacteria -usually, such a 204 correction is very small for non-microbial hosts and can be neglected. Ultimately, herd 205 immunity is achieved if the threshold defined by H = 1 − S c is exceeded, with S c the 206 critical value in the inequality above. Rearranging, we obtain an expression for the herd 207
This estimate of H coincides to a very good extent with the population compositions of 209 susceptible and resistant bacteria where we observe the transition from surviving and such conditions (see Fig. S1B and Table 2 ). From these data we estimated the 220 dependence of the phage burst size on the bacterial growth rate, β(α), using a 221 numerical quadratic fit ( Fig. 4A ). Similarly, we estimated the dependence of the phage 222 latent period on the bacterial growth rate, λ(α) ( Fig. 4B ). Using these estimates we 223 calculated the expected growth rate-dependent herd immunity threshold
which gives a very good prediction of the shift in the herd immunity threshold to lower 225 values for slower growing populations (green line in Fig. 4C ). This verification of our 226 model shows that it correctly captures the dependence of the herd immunity threshold 227 on bacterial and phage growth parameters.
228
Modelling herd immunity in spatially structured populations 229 The dynamics of phage spread differ between growth in unstructured (e.g., liquid) and 230 structured (e.g., plates) populations. In order to quantify the effect of spatial structure 231 in a population, we extend our model to include a spatial dimension. In structured 232 populations growth is a radial expansion of phages defined by the plaque radius r and 233 the expansion speed v, for which several authors have previously derived 234 predictions [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . 235 We assume phage movement can be captured by a diffusion process characterized The spreading infection will sweep across the bacterial lawn with the following speed
which is computed in more details in the Materials and Methods. This expression (6) 243 indicates that the population composition crucially influences the spreading speed at 244 much lower fractions of resistant bacteria than the herd immunity threshold (4) can derive a relative expansion speed, compared to a fully susceptible population,
This expression, (7) , is devoid of any (explicit) environmental conditions, which are not 256 already contained in the herd immunity threshold H itself. Thus, it could apply to any 257 pathogen-host system. Ultimately, this relative speed approaches zero with a universal 258 exponent of 1/2, when the fraction of resistant individuals 1 − S approaches the herd 259 immunity threshold H. However, a few caveats exist when using (7), as several 260 conditions have to be fulfilled: Obviously, a pathogen is expected not to spread in a 261 population exhibiting complete herd immunity -the relative speed should only hold for 262 populations below the herd immunity threshold. Moreover, if dispersal cannot be 263 described by diffusion, but rather dominated by large jumps [40] , the diffusion approach 264
we used for traveling waves is not applicable, and thus also renders (7) inadequate.
265
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Discussion 266
The spread of a pathogen may be halted or slowed by resistant individuals in a 267 population and thus provide protection to susceptible individuals. This process, known 268 as herd immunity, has been extensively studied in a wide diversity of higher 269 organisms [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, the role of this process has largely been ignored in microbial 270 communities. To delve into this we set out to determine under what conditions, if any, 271 herd immunity might arise during a phage epidemic in bacterial populations as it could 272 have profound implications for the ecology of bacterial communities. 273 We show that herd immunity can occur in phage-bacterial communities and that it 274 strongly depends on bacterial growth rates and spatial population structure. Average 275 growth rates of bacteria in the wild have been estimated as substantially slower than in 276 the laboratory (generation time is ≈ 6.5 fold longer [41] ), a condition that we have 277 shown to facilitate herd immunity. Furthermore, bacterial populations in the wild are 278 also highly structured, as bacteria readily form micro-colonies or biofilms [42] and grow 279
in spatially heterogeneous environments such as soil or the vertebrate gut [43] , a second 280 condition we have shown to facilitate herd immunity. These suggest that herd immunity 281 may be fairly prevalent in low nutrient communities such as soil and oligotrophic marine 282 environments.
283
In an evolutionary context, herd immunity may also impact the efficacy of selection 284 as the selective advantage of a resistance allele will diminish as the frequency of the 285 resistant allele in a population approaches the herd immunity threshold, H. This has 286 two important implications. First, while complete selective sweeps result in the 287 reduction of genetic diversity at linked loci, herd immunity may lead to only partial 288 selective sweeps in which some diversity is maintained. Second, herd immunity has a 289 potential to generate and maintain polymorphism at immunity loci, as has been shown 290
for genes coding for the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) [44] . It has also been suggested that herd immunity might favor stable coexistence between 297 hosts and their pathogens [52] [53] [54] . 298 We also developed a mathematical model and show how the herd immunity 299 threshold H (Eqn. (4)) depends on the phage burst size β and latent period λ, and on 300 the bacterial growth rate α. This dependence arises as phages have to outgrow the 301 growing bacterial population, as host and pathogen have similar generation times in our 302 microbial setting. In addition to these parameters, we also describe how the speed v populations. We also derived the relative speed of spread for partially resistant 307 populations, as measured relative to a fully susceptible population, and show that it can 308 be parametrized solely with the herd immunity threshold H (Eqn. (7)). This relative 309 speed of the spread of an epidemic should be applicable to any spatially structured host 310 population where the spread of the pathogen can be approximated by diffusion. Both 311 our experiments and the modelling show that even when the fraction of resistant 312 individuals in the population is below the herd immunity threshold the expansion of an 313 epidemic can be substantially slowed, relative to a fully susceptible population.
314
In conclusion, we have presented an experimental model system and the connected 315 theory that can be usefully applied to both microbial and non-microbial systems. Our 316 theoretical framework can be useful for identifying critical parameters, such as H (and 317
to some extent R 0 ), from the relative speed of an epidemic expansion in partially 318 resistant populations so long as the process of pathogen spread can be approximated by 319
diffusion. This approximation has been shown to be useful in such notable cases as 320 rabies in English foxes [55] , potato late blight [56] , foot and mouth disease in feral 321 pigs [57] , and malaria in humans [58] . For the detailed protocol see [59] . The oligonucleotides were chosen so that the CRISPR 330 system targets an overlap of phage T7 genes 4A and 4B. Therefore, the CRISPR system 331 allows the gene 0.7, coding for a protein which inhibits the RNA polymerase of the cell, 332
to be expressed before the T7 DNA gets cleaved [60] . The subsequent growth of the 
Results for the two fitting parameters, α max and K c , are listed in Fig. 4A,B .
Test for a difference in growth rates of resistant and susceptible bacteria was done in 403 LB broth in the same manner as nutrient-dependent growth rate measurements.
404
Two-sample t-test was performed on acquired growth rate data.
405
All growth media used in growth rate measurements were supplemented with 25 406 µg/ml chloramphenicol.
407
Phage burst sizes 408 Phage burst sizes in bacteria growing at different growth rates were measured by 409 one-step phage growth experiments. The burst sizes were calculated as the ratio of 410 average number of plaque before burst to average number of plaques after burst.
411
Consecutive samplings before and after burst were used for the calculation if they were 412 not significantly different from each other (two sided t-test, p > 0.05).
413
Phage latent periods 414 Phage latent periods were determined as the time interval between the first and the last 415 significantly different consecutive samplings between those used for phage burst size into account (see Fig. S3 ).
438
The diffusion constant D itself was estimated as the minimal value of the total 439 squared deviation of the convoluted profile L (t) (at time t) with a heat kernel K(D) 440 compared to the profile L (t+1) at time t + 1, 
which is in agreement with previous measures of phage diffusion [62] [63] [64] . In the main text we stated that relevant processes for phages growing on bacteria are 452 given by the set of reactions (2) . In the following, we will analyze an extended version 453 of our model, which takes all these processes into account. We try to justify our 454 approximations and explain the reasoning behind leaving parts of the full model out.
455
While reactions for single bacteria or phages are inherently stochastic in nature, we 456 assume that the involved numbers are large enough such that the dynamics can be 457 described with deterministic differential equations for the populations. Furthermore, 458 reaction rates are identified with the inverse of the average time scale of the process.
459
Thus, the full model is given by the coupled differential equations, Adsorption of phages, given by the term A B i , P |B j , can be influenced by the whole 473 distribution of populations within the culture. In liquid medium, a common assumption 474 is that this term is proportional to the concentrations of both the phages and cells [65] , 475
with an adsorption constant δ. This expression assumes constant mixing of the 476 population and relatively short contact times between phages and bacteria. In general, 477
this system of equations is akin to Lotka-Volterra dynamics, which has been analyzed in 478 great detail, eg. [66, 67] . 
The structure of phage dynamics is particularly important here -it exhibits a 502 double-exponential dependence on time t, which is a very fast, almost explosive, growth. 503
Such double-exponential growth leads to very large population sizes within a short 
Subsequently, we can compare this estimate T δ to the depletion time 519
. When rearranging the inequality T depl > T δ in terms of the 520 (initial) fraction of susceptibles S 0 , we obtain
This expression (17) is a condition for phages to reach "large" population sizes before The analysis above only treated the case λ → 0. However, we reported that the latency 529 time λ increases significantly when bacterial growth rate α declines, see Table 2 .
530
Considering finite latency times entails dealing with an infected bacterial population I. 531
(However, we identify I ≡ I s and set I r = 0.)
532
To this end, note that we can rearrange (11a) to 1 + λ∂ t I = λδSBP using the 533 adsorption model in (12) . Hence, we can use the differential operator (1 + λ∂ t ) and 534 apply it directly to (11e) to reduce the dependence on I in this equation at the cost of 535 introducing higher order derivatives. In particular, we obtain 536
where we also inserted ∂ t B ≈ αB in the last term, as we aim again for a solution at 537 initial times where δP α. The effects of the limit λ → 0 are directly observable -no 538 terms are undefined in this limit. In particular, we find that equation (18) and λ = 0 539 lead directly to the dynamics of phages we just analyzed above, obtaining solution (14c). 540
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In principle, (18) is a hyperbolic reaction-diffusion-equation, which is known to occur 541 upon transformation (or approximation) of time-delayed differential equations [68] . For 542 initial times we can use the solutions B(t) = B 0 exp(αt) and S(t) = S 0 . To proceed, we 543
introduce the auxiliary variable 544
and assume P (z) as a function of this new variable z. We need to transform the 545 differential operators of time derivatives, and obtain ∂ t = ∂z(t) ∂t ∂ z = αz∂ z and 546
. Inserting these expressions in (18) and 547 multiplying the whole equation with (α 2 λz) −1 yields the dynamics for phages,
where the two extant constants are a = 1 − (βS 0 − 1)/(λα) and b = 1 + 1/(λα).
549
Equation (20) 
The two integration constants A and B can be determined via the initial conditions 552 P (t = 0) = P 0 and (∂ t P )(t = 0) = −δB 0 P 0 . Using these conditions, the shape of the 553 solution is again similar to before with λ = 0 (double exponential time-dependence), 554 although λ > 0 introduces some skew. The most important aspect of this solution (21) 555 is to compute the parameter combination where it switches from a decreasing to 556 increasing function over time. A careful analysis reveals that at the parameter value 557 a = 0 the behavior of the solution changes. Consequently, we find the condition for 558 growing phage populations,
which is a non-trivial extension including finite latency times λ.
560
Note, however, that this relation (22) does not indicate a correction to the general 561 epidemiological parameter R 0 , which can be identified with β in our model. Rather, it 562 PLOS 24/40
shows that a growing bacterial population requires the phage population to grow even 563 faster for a continuous chain of infections in an epidemic. The term λα denotes the 564 ratio of generation times of pathogen over host, which in most cases is small and 565 negligible compared to 1. For bacteria and phages, however, which have similar 566 generation times, such a correction is needed to describe the effects of growing host 567 population sizes. In contrast, many other epidemiological models assume the host 568 population size constant and only pathogens are increasing (or decreasing) in number. 569
While our result (22) suggest that it also should hold in the limit α → 0, it might 570 not necessarily be so. This specific limit is actually quite important for the time when 571 nutrients are depleted in the experiments. However, at several instances in the 572 calculations above we implied a positive α > 0. The most important of these is the stating (18) . However, we expect that albeit the process will run very slow, and might 579 not be measurable in experiments, the simple condition βS 0 > 1 could indicate phage 580 expansion and bacterial decay.
581
Growth of phages on plated bacterial lawn 582 Spatial modelling of phage expansion has produced several predictions for how plaque 583 radius r and expansion speed v are influenced by experimentally adjustable 584 parameters [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Here, we try to use a minimal model to estimate these two 585 observables, based on the considerations of previous sections.
586
One of the main complications arises from the fact that all densities in (11) Consequently, the adsorption term can be written in the following way, 
where we collected all contributions to phage growth in G[P, S] and added the spatial 601 diffusion term D∇ 2 P . For simplicity, we consider only expansion in a single dimension 602
, which has been found to coincide well with the dynamics of plaque 603 growth [34] . The growth term for phages is then defined as,
where we also consider the correction λα obtained from the analysis in liquid culture.
605
Reaction-diffusion equations similar to (24) have been first analyzed almost 80 years 606 ago [70, 71] and since then treated extensively, e.g. [72, 73] . They admit a traveling wave 607 solution -here, this corresponds to phages sweeping over an uninfected bacterial lawn. 608
In general, the asymptotic expansion speed for the traveling wave solutions is given by 609 the following expression,
Only the linearized growth rate of phages at very low densities is relevant for the 611 expansion speed, ∂ P G P = 0, S . nutrients are depleted and phage growth parameters changes to β depl and λ depl .
615
The expression for the expansion speed also shows the need for the spatial 616 adsorption model in (23) , in contrast to the liquid case (12) . If adsorption would 617 directly depend on the bacterial density B, the additional linear dependence on B in 618 (25) would lead to an exponentially increasing speed during the experiment. This is in 619 clear contradiction to experimental observations.
620
The density of phages behind the expanding front is large and as previously noted at 621
large MOIs the CRISPR-Cas system fails to provide effective immunity (see In order to derive an expression for the plaque radius r, we integrate the expansion 631 speed (6) over time, r(t) = t 0 dt v(t ). Employing the simplification that only two 632 values of phage growth are necessary to describe the dynamics -before T depl phages 633 grow normally with β and λ, after T depl phage growth changes to β depl and λ depl -we 634 can evaluate the integral for the radius directly, arriving at, We ran parameter sweeps in simulations and compared the outcome -collapsed or 690 surviving bacterial populations -to the observed experimental results (see Fig. 3 ). final choice ρ = 1.5 h −1 is the recovery rate when the CRISPR/Cas system is heavily 699 stressed, which is comparable to the actual burst rate 1/λ for phages.
700
In Fig. S2 we show three exemplary sets of trajectories for bacteria and phage. For a 701 tiny fraction of susceptibles, S = 10 −3 , which is well below the herd immunity threshold 702 (see Fig. 3 values of S we also observe mixed outcomes in experiments, see Fig. 3 . When S is 706 increased further (S = 0.06), enough susceptible bacteria exists to produce enough 707 phages and ultimately the whole bacterial population goes extinct.
708
The purpose of the extended model in this section was to justify the fact that phages 709 can wipe out the whole bacterial population, which was not possible in the simplified 710 model used in the main text. There, the resistant bacterial population was basically 711 unaffected by phages and just acted as "sink" for phages. However, also in this 712 extended model, we see a very similar behavior in terms of the threshold phenomena 713 reported earlier in the manuscript.
714
Infection load and efficiency of the CRISPR/Cas system 715 In the section Modelling we showed that positive phage growth leads eventually to a 716 very fast increase in the phage population, that occurs before nutrients are depleted (for 717 Fig. 4 Initial bacterial population B 0 10 5 cells Initial phage population P 0 10 phages Table 3 . Parameters used in simulations shown in Fig. S2 .
almost all realistic parameters). This behavior of the dynamics was also observed in the 718 extended simulation model presented in the last section. Moreover, as a condition we 719 used that the phage population reaches a size P ∼ 1/δ, which is after all arbitrary -it 720 only determines if we can employ useful simplifications and approximations to model 721 equations. However, simulation results presented in the last section indicate that the 722 bacterial population starts to decay soon after such a threshold P ∼ 1/δ is exceeded.
723
In order to proceed, we investigate the system at time T δ further. We assume that 724 the phage population is large enough that it will not be degraded by the CRISPR/Cas 725 immune system. The threat to immediate phage extinction is low at this point. The 726 actual equations are hard to solve directly, hence we revert to simple balance equations, 727
ignoring the dynamical component. Specifically, we compare the number of (present and 728 eventually produced) phages to the number of infections needed to wipe out the whole 729 population. To incorporate the effects of the bacterial immune system in resistant 730 bacteria, we assume that they need M > 1 infections before they burst and produce 731 only κβ phages, which reduces the burst size by a (yet unspecified) factor 0 < κ < 1. 
where the left side indicates the total number of phages, while the right side indicates For modeling, we assume two states of growth (green curve): first, the bacterial population grows exponential until the time T depl , when nutrients are depleted. From this time on, growth rate is assumed to be zero and the population saturates at a maximal size B final . Experimental observations fit this proposed growth curve to a very good extent. After all, half of all nutrients are used up in the last generation -with generation times of less than one hour, this the switch between growth and no-growth should be fast. (B) Growth rates of bacteria in diluted medium follow closely Monod's empirical law, given by expression (8) . Fit parameters are found to be α max ≈ 0.720 h −1 and K c ≈ 0.257 (with the latter in dimensionless units as dilution of LB medium), see also Table 1 . 
